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Variegated yarns can generally be designated as short 
variations, long variations, or predetermined patterns. Here 
are different types of yarns that fit into these categories.

- Space dyed with long repeats
- Space dyed with short repeats
- Patterning 
- Ombres (generally multi-color)
- Gradients (a single color)
- Marled (multi-colored strands)
- Tonals (generally a single color)
- Tweeds (rough surfaced multi-flecked colors)

Revealing the color pattern in yarns is easy when the yarn 
is presented as a hank. If wound into a skein or ball, consider 
rewinding it into a cake to better see how the color 
progressions are presented.

Short Repeat Variegated Yarns

Yarns with short variations produce more complex designs 
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in your knitting, these colorful designs can be showcased in projects where there are smaller fields of knitting, such as 
socks, hats, gloves, scarves or in sections within larger items like a shawl or sweater. 

They are also successful when paired with a strongly contrasting solid colored yarn and incorporated into colorwork 
such as jacquard, Fair Isle or mosaic patterns. Here the solid color provides a background for the changing coloration 
in the graphic patterns. 

These yarns can compete with textured stitch patterns even to the point of obscuring the pattern you are knitting. 
When creating a sweater, you may have greater success with a marled yarn or short repeat variegated yarn to achieve 
more consistency across the wider yoke, body than and the narrower sleeves. 

Long Repeat Variegated Yarns

Long repeat variegated yarns, such as gradients and ombres are better suited for textured stitch patterns. They will 
allow the texture of the pattern to be revealed when the broad waves of color are incorporated into the knitting. 
Examine the yarn carefully to determine if the color changes are abrupt or gradual. If the former, your result will be 
color blocking, so make sure that is what you want.
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Altering the Yarn’s Coloration

If you like a particular colorway but want the colorful effect to be more blended, consider choosing a weight that 
will allow you to double strand the yarn with the color changes offset. The result can be quite beautiful and uniquely 
yours.

Another way to soften a long repeat yarn is to double strand it with a solid that picks up a primary color in the yarn. 
This common denominator will provide a blending effect across the yarn’s full color range.

An alternate way to showcase variegated colorations against a complimentary background is to isolate the variegated 
yarn in a portion of your garment, such as the sleeves. This will avoid the significantly different striping that would re-
sult in the broader body versus the narrower sleeves.  When using short repeat variations or marled and tweedy  yarns, 
consider using them for trim and detail work: collars, cuffs, hems, ruffles, tassels.

Yet another approach that can add depth to a design is to carefully mix different variegated yarns in the same project. 
For example, when knitting a garment in a tweedy yarn that has little specs of color throughout search for a small 
repeat variegated yarn that features these same colors. Then use the variegated option for details, button bands, 
borders, a few stripes, a hood, or patch pockets.  Highly complex variegated yarns are ideal for this kind of creative 
accents.

Predetermined patterns are frequently created for socks. The automatic striping or other design features make the 
project fun and offer a bit of surprise as the work progresses. Rarely are these usable for other projects, but with a little 
creativity, you may craft something original.

You can also feature a unique variegated yarn as part of a double-sided project, worked in brioche-style stitches, or 
double knitting. Double knitted scarves executed with two distinctive long repeat yarns can be spectacular.

—
Remember this basic rule: the more complex the yarn the simpler the stitch pattern, 

the simpler the yarn the more complex the stitch pattern.
—
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Reversible, 2-Color Fisherman’s Rib Cowl

This cowl pattern is written using the Fisherman’s Rib stitch pattern. It can be adapted for a 
scarf or wrap, worked in any weight yarn and in your favorite fiber. 
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Materials:
- One ball of a smooth variegated yarn and one ball of a 
smooth single-color yarn in sport, DK or worsted weight.
- Circular needles in an appropriate size for the chosen 
yarn.

Measurements:
36” in circumference, and 5” wide.

Abbreviations:
CO Cast-on
K Knit
K1b Knit 1 below
rnd Round
P Purl
P1b Purl 1 below

Glossary
Knit One Below - Insert tip of the right needle, front to 
back, (like normal knitting) into the stitch directly below 
the next stitch on the left needle. Knit as you normally do, 
allowing both the stitch on the left needle and the stitch 
below it to slide off the tip of the left needle together.

Purl One Below - Insert tip of the right needle, back to 
front, (like normal purling) into the stitch directly below 
the next stitch on the left needle–directly under the purl 
bump. Purl as you normally do, allowing both the stitch on 
the left needle and the stitch below it to slide off the tip of 
the left needle together.

Cowl Pattern
Using the solid-colored yarn and 24”/60mm circular 
needles, CO186 sts. Pm, join in the round being careful 
not to twist the stitches.
Rnd 1: Sm, with SC yarn, * K1, P1, rep from * to end 
of rnd.
Rnd 2: Sm, with SC yarn, K1b, P1; rep from * to end 
of rnd.
Rnd 3: Sm, with VC yarn, *K1, P1b; rep from * to end 
of rnd.
Rep rnds 2 and 3 until work measures 5” from CO edge. 
Then rep rnd 2 once.
Rep rnd 1.
the finished fabric will be very elastic so bind off loosely 
(use a needle 1 or 2 sizes larger if needed).

Finishing
Work in loose ends, block following yarn label care 
instructions. 

One-Color Fisherman’s Rib
This patten is worked flat.
CO an even number of stitches.
Row 1: * P1, K1; rep from * to end of row.
Row 2: * P1, K1b; rep from * to last 2 sts, P1, K1.
Rep row 2 to desired length.

pm Place marker
rep Repeat
rnd Round
SC Solid color
sm Slip marker
VC Variegated color 


